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Why am I here? What am I supposed to do with my life?A little seed named Zerah is certain he
knows the answer to both these questions: become a Great Tree, of course! But when the Wind
carries Zerah away from the field in which he’s about to root himself, a life unlike the one he’d
carefully planned begins to unfold, and he’s forced to question everything he thought he knew
about the world and himself.Zerah’s journey takes him from a Desert to a City, from a Valley to a
Mountaintop, from the depths of the Ocean to the depths of his heart. Along the way, many
teachers shape his path, including a cruel Sidewalk, who tries to convince Zerah to give up on
life, and an indomitable Twig, who tells him that he must carry on.In the tradition of The Little
Prince comes The Life of Zerah, a spiritual allegory with illustrations that speak to the child
within us all. It’s for those who are wondering why bad things happen to good seeds, if the Wind
is kind, cruel, indifferent, or nonexistent, and what to do when everything falls apart and it seems
as if your dreams will never come true.For ages 12 to 112.
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Joy Legreid, “Required reading for anyone feeling lost or unsettled. I adore this book! Beautiful
wisdom on every page and the illustrations add to the sweetness of the story. I will return to this
book over and over whenever I feel lost or unsettled. Highly recommend buying the print
version. I first purchased the kindle version but halfway through decided I needed to have it in
print so I ordered the hardcover copy.”

Ellen Polsky, “Inspiring Book. This is a great book with very nice visuals. It tells a story of the
stress we feel when growing up, as we want to make sure that we are important enough,
significant in life, etc. It is encouraging and helps us all to remember that every accomplishment
is very important. We were all put on this earth to do special things!”

NT, “Inspiring book for all ages!. This insightful and engaging book finds a simple way of
addressing important existential questions, such as meaning of life, suffering, love and
compassion, hope and resilience. And most importantly, the book spreads the message of Love,
so much needed today. Beautifully illustrated! A perfect book for a family reading!”

Develey Olivares Tiffany, “Amazing book.. The Life of Zerah is a little jewel. It takes you on a
journey towards finding your place in the world, a journey full of dreams, hopes, doubts,
struggles, wisdom and happiness. This is a marvelous book.”

The book by Jordana Chana Mayim has a rating of 5 out of 5.0. 5 people have provided
feedback.
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